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Abstract
Noise suppression (NS) models have been widely applied to
enhance speech quality. Recently, Deep Learning-Based NS,
which we denote as Deep Noise Suppression (DNS), became
the mainstream NS method due to its excelling performance
over traditional ones. However, DNS models face 2 major chal-
lenges for supporting the real-world applications. First, high-
performing DNS models are usually large in size, causing de-
ployment difficulties. Second, DNS models require extensive
training data, including noisy audios as inputs and clean au-
dios as labels. It is often difficult to obtain clean labels for
training DNS models. We propose the use of knowledge dis-
tillation (KD) to resolve both challenges. Our study serves 2
main purposes. First, we are among the first to comprehen-
sively investigate mainstream KD techniques on DNS models
to resolve the challenges. Furthermore, we propose a novel
Attention-Based-Compression KD method that outperforms all
investigated mainstream KD frameworks on DNS task.
Index Terms: Deep Learning-Based Noise Suppression,
Knowledge Distillation

1. Introduction
Deep Learning-based Noise Suppression models, which we re-
fer to as Deep Noise Suppression (DNS) models, have achieved
outstanding performance over traditional models. However,
while DNS models have become the new mainstream in speech
enhancement, they also face 2 new challenges. On the one hand,
the enormous size of large state-of-the-art DNS models hinders
their applications in low-resource settings [1], such as device-
end deployment. On the other hand, training a DNS model re-
quires supervision from a large amount of training data, which
is unrealistic in real world scenarios. For noise suppression task,
the training data constitutes of noisy audio data as the training
input and clean audio data as the training target or training label.
In real world situations, noisy audios can be easily retrieved, but
it is often much more difficult to obtain the corresponding clean
audio labels, resulting in the challenge of low-supervision-data
in real-world training scenarios.

Our study proposes the use of Knowledge distillation (KD)
[2, 3] to resolve the two challenges. KD is a model com-
pression technique that utilizes knowledge from a strong and
larger teacher model to supervise a smaller student model. The
method has gained increasing attention in various fields of re-
search [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] to decrease model size while main-
taining satisfactory performance. We believe that KD is promis-
ing in producing smaller and even more powerful DNS models
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that can be easily deployed onto edge devices. What’s more,
KD is capable of resolving the challenge of low-supervision-
data in real-world situations with the help of teacher model’s
output supervision. For instance, for a vanilla KD framework
on noise suppression task, responses or outputs of the stronger
teacher DNS model, which are de-noised clean audios, can be
used as pseudo-labels to supervise a student DNS model dur-
ing training. Despite being a promising research direction, the
application of KD on DNS models has not been systematically
studied in previous works. Recognizing the potential of KD
techniques in DNS, we propose our work with 3 main contribu-
tions:

• We are amongst the first to systematically examine main-
stream 1-teacher-1-student KD techniques on DNS task in
a low-supervision-data setting.

• We propose a novel Attention-Based-Compression KD
(ABC-KD) framework that utilizes both response-based dis-
tillation and a layer-wise cross attention framework to com-
press knowledge across multiple teacher model layers onto a
single layer of the student model.

• We examine the effectiveness of ABC-KD through exten-
sive experiments, showing that the method 1) outperforms
the supervised student model, and 2) outperforms all investi-
gated mainstream KD frameworks across 2 noise suppression
benchmarks.

2. Background
2.1. Deep Noise Suppression

Noise Suppression (NS) is a speech enhancement task for im-
proving quality and intelligibility of speech. NS models aim at
reducing background noise in speech and audios, and are of-
ten programmed onto edge devices such as laptops, tablets, and
cellphones as part of a function or an application. DNS models
further incorporated DNN for this task and achieved outstand-
ing performance, thus becoming a major field of research in
audio signal processing [11, 12, 13]. While large-scale DNS
models are pushing the boundary of traditional NS methods,
they also bring 2 new challenges:

• Large model size. The size of state-of-the-art DNS models
causes deployment difficulties on resource limited devices.

• Lack of training labels in real-world situations. In real world
scenarios, while it is often easy to retrieve noisy audios as
training inputs, it is much more difficult to obtain the corre-
sponding clean audios as training labels or targets.

In order to resolve both challenges, this work propose a 1-
teacher-1-student KD framework that succeeds in producing
smaller and better DNS models with limited training labels.
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2.2. Knowledge Distillation

KD [2, 3] is a model compression technique that utilizes knowl-
edge from a larger teacher model to supervise a smaller student
model. It has gained increasing attention in different fields to
significantly reduce model size while maintaining satisfactory
performance [5, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Researchers have also studied
KD for DNS models [8, 9, 14]. However, the previous studies
have 2 major drawbacks: 1) they fail to establish a compre-
hensive study on KD methods for DNS, and 2) none of them
explore KD’s potential in resolving the challenge of low super-
vision data faced by DNS models in real-world situations.

Our work first investigates different categories of KD meth-
ods. Based on the type of supervised knowledge from the
teacher model, KD methods can be mainly categorized into
Response-Based KD [2, 15], Feature-Based KD [16, 17, 18] and
Relation-Based KD [19, 20]. We will briefly introduce these tra-
ditional KD methods, as well as introduce 2 more recent state-
of-the-art KD techniques.

Response-Based KD Response-Based KD trains the stu-
dent model to directly mimic the output or response of the
teacher model [2, 8, 9]. However, Response-Based KD ignores
information in the intermediate layers of the teacher that could
be helpful for learning the final prediction task.

Feature-Based KD Feature-based KD further utilizes in-
formation from intermediate feature maps of the teacher model
to supervise the student model. [16, 21]. However, teacher
model usually has more intermediate layers or larger feature
map than that of the student. This results in difficulties in su-
pervision using feature representations, as we would need to
manually construct the links between the layers of student and
teacher to resolve differences in layer number or feature sizes.

Relation-Based KD Relation-based KD explores relations
between distributions of different model layers or data samples
[20]. However, it assumes a distribution from the data or output
logits. Since DNS models take continuous signals that do not
belong to distributions as input and output, relation-based KD
is not suitable for the task. Therefore, relation-based KD is not
investigated in this paper.

Attention-Based KD Traditional feature-based KD uti-
lized manually constructed links between student and teacher
knowledge for supervision, which might be ineffective. [5] pro-
posed an attention-based feature distillation method that allows
the student to learn from all teacher features without manu-
ally pre-defining knowledge links. Their attention-based meta-
network utilizes relative similarities between pairs of student
and teacher features to control distillation intensity of all pairs.

DistilHuBERT framework Another recent state-of-the-
art KD method is the DistilHuBERT framework [10]. In
this framework, the student model directly copies the teacher
model’s encoder as the initialization of the training. Similar to
the feature-based distillation, some of the teacher model’s in-
termediate layers are manually selected for feature supervision
of the student model’s intermediate layers. The main objective
is for a student model layer to learn compact representations
from different teacher model layers through multiple prediction
heads.

3. Methodology
3.1. Model Structure

Following state-of-the-art models in previous works [22, 23,
24], we use an encoder-decoder structure for all teacher and
student models in our study. We would like to stress, however,

Figure 1: Structures of teacher and student models.

that our proposed ABC-KD method is promising to be extended
for application on different DNS model structures. Noisy audio
inputs first go through a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT)
block into the encoder with 6 convolution layers. At encoder
output, frequency and channel-wise dimensions of the data are
combined. Intermediate layers consist of building blocks in-
cluding Temporal Self-Attention (TSA) layers, Temporal Con-
volution Modules (TCM), and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) lay-
ers. The decoder consists of 6 gated de-convolution blocks [25]
with skip connections from each encoder layer. It is followed
by a convolution layer and an Inverse STFT block to output the
clean audio.

Figure 1 illustrates structures of the teacher and student
models. Note that we use 2 student models with different struc-
tures to adapt to different KD methods in experiments. The
teacher model consists of 14 intermediate layers with 5.144M
parameters. Student model 1 has the same intermediate layer
structure as the teacher model, but its feature map is only .75
the size of the teacher’s. Student model 2 has 10 less intermedi-
ate layers and the same size of feature map as the teacher model.
In order to ensure soundness of experiment results, the two stu-
dent models are designed to have comparable model sizes. Stu-
dent model 1 has 1.558M parameters and student model 2 has
1.497M parameters, both more than 3 times less than the num-
ber of parameters of the teacher model.

3.2. ABC-KD Framework

We propose Attention-Based-Compression Knowledge Distilla-
tion (ABC-KD), a KD framework that specifically targets DNS
task. ABC-KD trains the student model’s last intermediate
layer to adaptively learn compressed knowledge across multi-
ple teacher model layers, through a layer-wise attention mech-
anism. Our distillation pipeline involves 3 stages: initialization
stage, attention stage, and compression stage. The 3 stages of
our ABC-KD method are illustrated as follows.

Initialization Stage Using the structure of Student Model 2
as the student model, we initialize the parameters for its encoder
and all of its intermediate layers with parameters from the corre-
sponding layers of the pre-trained teacher model. The decoder
is left uninitialized. Note that we can directly initialize student
model layers because they have the same feature map size as
the teacher model layers. We then freeze only the initialized en-
coder throughout the distillation process. Initialized parameters
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Figure 2: Structure of the proposed ABC-KD mechanism.

in the student’s intermediate layers are left optimize-able.
Attention Stage The attention stage aims at letting the stu-

dent model’s last intermediate layer choose how much knowl-
edge it wishes to learn from each teacher model layer in the
compression stage. We do so by training the last intermediate
layer of student model to predict the weighted summation of
hidden representation from each teacher model layers. Instead
of manually designing the weights, or how much information
the student model should learn from each teacher model layer,
we propose the incorporation of a layer-wise attention mecha-
nism to determine the intensity of knowledge distillation.

Let hs ∈ RT×C be the hidden representation from the last
intermediate layer of the student model, and ht ∈ Rn×T×C be
hidden representations from teacher model layers, where T is
the number of time frames, C is the number of channels, and n
is the total number of layers to be distilled. ABC-KD utilizes
a layer-wise attention mechanism to determine the intensity of
distillation between each pair of teacher-student layers by their
level of similarity. Feature from the last intermediate layer of
student generates a query Q ∈ RT×C , and feature from each of
the teacher model layers generates a key Ki ∈ RT×C , where i
denotes the ith teacher model layer to be distilled. Specifically,

Q = WQ
s · hs,

Ki = WK
t,i · ht,i, i = 1, 2, ..., n,

where WQ
s ∈ RT×T and WK

t,i ∈ RT×T are linear weight ma-
trices for the student layer’s query and the ith teacher layer’s
key. We use distinct weight matrices for teacher model layers.

Then, we calculate the layer-wise attention score ai calcu-
lated by Q and each of the Ki,

ai = softmax(Q ·K⊤
i ), i = 1, 2, ..., n.

as = [a1, a2, ..., an] ∈ Rn is then the layer-wise attention
score vector that indicates the affinity between the last inter-
mediate layer of student model and each teacher model layer.

Compression Stage We then use the layer-wise attention
scores to determine the intensity of knowledge distillation be-
tween each pair of student-teacher model layers. We formulate
the Attention-Based-Compression distill term as,

Labc =
n∑

i=1

ai||WV
t,i · ht,i −WV

s · hs||2,

where WV
t,i ∈ RT×T and WV

s ∈ RT×T are weight matrices to
generate values of the last intermediate layer of student model
and the ith teacher model layer to be distilled.

We jointly optimize the distillation loss and the response-
based loss with the final loss function

L = Labc + Loutput,

where Loutput is the response-based loss that supervises the
student model to mimic final outputs of the teacher model.
Through the attention and compression mechanisms, student
model is able to adaptively decide how to learn compact rep-
resentation knowledge from teacher model layers.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

For the supervised training dataset, we synthesize 890 hours of
16 kHz noisy audio with clean speech, noises and room impulse
responses from the Interspeech 2021 Deep Noise Suppression
Challenge [26]. Speech-to-noise ratio (SNR) and speech level
are randomly chosen between -5dB to 20dB and -40dB to -
10dB, respectively. Each audio is cut into 3-second segments
for training. For the distillation dataset, we randomly remove
50% of clean speech targets, which we denote as “data labels”,
and use outputs of the supervised teacher model as the pseudo-
labels instead. We evaluate outcomes of our experiments on 2
test datasets: the VoiceBank+DEMAND testset [27], and the
clips with the tag “Primary” from the blind test set of Track-1
non-personalized DNS at DNS Challenge ICASSP 2022 [28].
All test clips are re-sampled to 16 kHz.

4.2. Implementation Details

We use the Adam optimizer [29] with learning rate 3×10−4 for
all experiments. We first train the teacher model and the 2 stu-
dent models with full real-labeled data. Each model is trained
for 150 epochs with a batch size of 400. The pre-trained teacher
model is then used for further experiments.

We compare our proposed ABC-KD framework with 4
mainstream KD methods through experiments: Response-
Based KD, Feature-Based KD, Attention-Based KD, and Distil-
HuBERT framework. Note that for DistlHuBERT framework,
we only reproduce the distillation method, not the model it-
self. We establish Response-Based KD on Student Model 1
(Response-Based KD-1) and on Student Model 2 (Response-
Based KD-2) as baselines for KD methods. For Feature-Based
KD, we implement the most vanilla framework with layer-
to-layer correspondence between student and teacher models.
In Attention-Based KD, we explore the effectiveness of in-
corporating attention mechanism to improve KD performance.
Therefore, we use Student Model 1, which has the same number
of intermediate layers as the teacher model, in experiments of
the above 3 KD methods. For experiments on Response-Based
KD-2 and DistilHuBERT framework, we use Student Model 2,
which has only 4 intermediate layers, to explore KD on student
models with smaller depth. Note that due to the intrinsic differ-
ences in structures, Student Model 1 has slightly more (0.061M)
parameters than Student Model 2. For each KD framework, we
train for 150 epochs with batch size 400.

On the VoiceBank+DEMAND testset, 4 evaluation metrics
are being used: PESQ, Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Qual-
ity [30]; CSIG, CBAK, and COVL, mean opinion score (MOS)
predictor of signal distortion, background-noise intrusiveness,
and overall signal quality, respectively [31]. On the “Primary”
blind test set of DNS Challenge ICASSP-2022 Track-1, 3 sim-
ilar MOS metrics provided by the DNSMOS tool are used for
evaluation: SIG, BAK, and OVL [32].
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Table 1: Results of Supervised Training and Knowledge Distillation Methods with 50% Data Labels

Model / KD Framework Params VoiceBank+DEMAND DNS Challenge ICASSP-2022
PESQ CSIG CBAK COVL SIG BAK OVL

Unprocessed - 1.97 3.35 2.44 2.63 3.972 2.043 2.344
Supervised Teacher (Full) 5.144M 3.25 4.28 3.75 3.78 3.639 4.274 3.320
Supervised Student 1 (Full) 1.558M 3.09 4.02 3.58 3.45 3.320 4.126 3.055
Supervised Student 2 (Full) 1.497M 3.02 4.05 3.42 3.34 3.325 4.107 3.029
Supervised Teacher (50%) 5.144M 3.12 4.20 3.65 3.52 3.602 4.211 3.285
Supervised Student 1 (50%) 1.558M 2.95 3.99 3.35 3.23 3.287 4.110 3.024
Supervised Student 2 (50%) 1.497M 2.89 4.00 3.29 3.19 3.310 4.085 2.987
Response-Based KD-1 1.558M 2.92 3.96 3.33 3.20 3.298 4.105 2.989
Feature-Based KD 1.558M 2.85 3.93 3.19 3.11 3.265 4.078 2.942
Attention-Based KD 1.558M 3.10 4.04 3.50 3.40 3.329 4.109 3.031
Response-Based KD-2 1.497M 2.83 3.91 3.15 3.08 3.267 4.066 2.939
DistilHuBERT framework 1.497M 2.89 3.94 3.22 3.15 3.302 4.088 3.018
ABC-KD 1.497M 3.12 4.08 3.51 3.42 3.331 4.112 3.032

Table 2: Ablation Study on ABC-KD’s Components

KD Framework DNS Challenge ICASSP-2022
SIG BAK OVL

ABC-KD 3.331 4.112 3.032
no Attention 3.295 4.092 3.019
no Compression 3.327 4.106 3.030

4.3. Results and Analysis

Evaluation results are shown in Table 1. Rows 1 to 4 are
the baselines, including the unprocessed audio and supervised
training of models with full-supervision-data. Rows 5 to 13
show results of supervised training and KD methods in a low-
supervision-data setting, i.e. only with 50% data labels avail-
able. Rows 8 to 10 and rows 11 to 12 show results of the inves-
tigated mainstream KD methods on Student Models 1 and 2, re-
spectively. The last row shows our proposed ABC-KD method.

From the results of the 3 mainstream KD methods on Stu-
dent Model 1 that we experiment with, we observe that: 1) all
KD methods fail to outperform supervised training in a low-
supervision-data setting. 2) Attention-Based KD (Row 10)
gives best KD results while Feature-Based KD (Row 9) per-
forms worst. This shows that the student model learns better by
adaptively obtaining knowledge from each teacher model layer
through attention, instead of forcing feature knowledge in a
layer-to-layer manner. However, we also note that 3) the above-
mentioned KD methods have significant drawbacks: Feature-
Based KD requires the student to have the same model struc-
ture as the teacher, while Attention-Based KD suffers from large
training cost due to the attention mechanism.

From the results of the 2 mainstream KD methods on
Student Model 2, we observe that: 1) DistilHuBERT frame-
work (Row 12) outperforms Response-Based KD-2 (Row 11),
demonstrating that the compression-based feature distillation is
effective to boost student model knowledge. 2) Performance
of the DistilHuBERT framework on student model 2 also sur-
passes Feature-Based KD on student model 1, showing that stu-
dent model can learn compact feature knowledge across teacher
layers, and that aligning depth of student and teacher models
is not necessary for improving KD performance. However, we
also note that 3) the DistilHuBERT framework still fail to out-
perform supervised training in a low-supervision-data setting.

From observations in previous experiments, we propose
the ABC-KD framework that allows the student model to learn
compact feature knowledge from teacher model layers. We fur-

ther utilize a layer-wise cross-attention scheme that lets the stu-
dent model adaptively decide how much knowledge to learn
from each teacher layer. Experiments show that ABC-KD
framework (Row 13) outperforms all investigated KD meth-
ods on both testsets. Additionally, we observe that ABC-KD
achieves better performance than both student model 1 and stu-
dent model 2 under supervised training in a low-supervision-
data setting (Rows 6 and 7) and achieves comparable results un-
der full-supervision data setting (Rows 3 and 4), while all other
KD methods fail to outperform these baselines. This shows that
ABC-KD can help student model maintain satisfactory perfor-
mance with significantly less training labels.

To further prove the effectiveness of each component of
ABC-KD, we construct ablation experiments as shown in Table
2. Row 2 shows results when the attention mechanism is not
used, with all teacher layers giving equal contribution to each
student layer. Row 3 shows results when compression is not
used, i.e. instead of only the last intermediate layer, each middle
layer of student gets explicit attention-based supervision from
the teacher model. We observe that model performance drops
significantly when taking out any component, indicating that
both are valid, crucial and effective to our ABC-KD method.
Additionally, attention mechanism has larger impact than com-
pression, though at the cost of much higher training complexity.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose the use of 1-teacher-1-student KD
methods to resolve 2 challenges that DNS models currently
face: 1) large model size and 2) lack of training labels in real-
world scenario. We first comprehensively investigate main-
stream KD methods on this task. Observing the advantages
and problems of current KD methods, we propose ABC-KD,
a novel KD framework that succeeds in resolving both chal-
lenges on DNS task. With ABC-KD, the student model can
1) use response of teacher model as output supervision, and
2) adaptively learn compact feature knowledge across multi-
ple teacher layers through attention-based-compression. This
allows the student model to maintain satisfactory performance
while having a smaller depth and in a low-supervision-data set-
ting with significantly less available training labels. Besides
surpassing all investigated mainstream KD methods, ABC-KD
also outperforms supervised training when less training labels
are available. Strong results of ABC-KD demonstrate great po-
tential of KD methods for DNS models as a promising alterna-
tive to supervised training in a low-supervision-data setting.
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